Business Continuity
Management
Solutions Brief

End-to-End

Solution
A complete business
continuity management
Veoci is the leader in
collaboration,
continuity,
and response software
solutions, bringing all the
pieces of your program
together to create one of
the first integrated, truly
end-to-end BCM programs.
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Bring Everything Together
With Veoci, there are no gaps in your business continuity management program. Build business
continuity plans, exercise plans, and create work around procedures all on the same system. When
you can plan, respond, and review all on one system, your organization is ready for incidents.
Integrate BIA and real or test
scenarios to determine impact
to key functions
Revision control and archiving
of BCPs

Launch plans faster with oneclick activation

Automatic escalation designed
to mitigate impacts
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Industry Leading Support
Our top priority is supporting our customers with world-class service. We have the talent and resources
to help you create solutions that will make a true difference. Your success is an integral part of our
company, and is our prime motivator - it is through you that we achieve our mission of saving time,
money, and lives.

“If we have a question
on a capability, the
support team is super
responsive.”
Business Continuity Director
At a Large Insurance Firm
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Veoci Features

WORKFLOW

DASHBOARD

AUTONOTIFICATION

GEO-FENCING

Introduce automation to your
BCM program. Map all of your
organization’s relationships and
dependencies, and integrate
BIAs and RAs into plans to
create actionable BCPs.

Build
custom
dashboards
to facilitate any function in
your
business
continuity
management program. Provide
total visibility to leadership.
Have
complete
situational
awareness during an activation
and track the progress of tasks
in real-time.

Get your message out to your
team. Use email, SMS, phone
calls,
and
teleconferences
to ensure everyone sees
the latest information. Start
coordinating between teams
and departments immediately
with two-way notifications and
check-ins.

Track assets and personnel
at all of your organization’s
locations, and build situational
awareness by designating areas
with overlays, and filter out
noise by geo-fencing affected
coordinates.
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The Veoci Difference
Business interruption events can be devastating, but with the right preparation and response program,
their impact can be signifcantly reduced. With Veoci, you can accelerate recovery and get business back
to normal. Through automatic reminders for plan updates, robust communications tools that ensure
visibility of information, and a structure for rapidly gathering and exchanging data, Veoci delivers a total
and comprehensive BCMP.

SECURE

KEY
INTEGRATIONS

SYSTEM
AVAILABILITY

Veoci’s industrial grade encryption

Tie in your monitoring systems

Veoci maintains 99.997% uptime.

and security practices makes sure

through key integrations to trigger

Even if your network is down or

your data is safe and secure.

a response when escalated.

compromised, your team will have
Veoci to continue the response.
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USER FRIENDLY
SOFTWARE

RAPID
IMPLEMENTATION
No-Code

AGILE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

An intuitive and modern interface

Veoci’s

foundation

New features are deployed every

means your teams will be up and

enables you to rapidly develop

two weeks, ensuring the best new

running in no time.

solutions that scale quickly to a

customer-driven enhancements.

business ready level.
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The leader in collaboration, continuity, and
response software solutions.

195 Church Street

www.veoci.com

14th Floor

info@veoci.com

New Haven, CT 06510

(203) 782 - 5944

